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Who We Are
As  one of the leading  Dubai  firms  in Information 
Technology, Velkot technologies has exceptionally 
empowered itself to become an advanced IT 
solution. which has penetrated itself in several 
markets. Our dedicated high-ranking professionals 
are experts in conveying state-of-the-art security 
services and outstanding IT solutions to customers 

worldwide. For us, the protection of our clients 
is the ultimate precedence and in order to give 
them that satisfaction, we go an extra mile. We 
provide customized services to our clients and their 
respective assets the best-in-class IT security and 
surveillance in the world.
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Mission & Vision
Our mission is to incorporate security surveillance and IT 
technology in to the very fabric of the IT requirements of 
modern-day businesses and deliver an elevated level of 
service to organizations requiring best practice methods, 
enhancing their quality outcomes. As a SIRA certified 
company, we not only make it our mission to fulfill all the 
expectations of our clients; we go a mile beyond and 
exceed their hopes. 

Every product that we create is manufactured under 
a stringent supervision of quality assurance experts. 
Quality control is a vital part of our organization, and 
hence we make sure that everything meets and exceeds 
the highest quality standards. In addition to creating a 
brilliant product, we aim to deliver all of our customers a 
well-forged experience which they cannot forget. Velkot 
technologies is not only a detail-oriented firm, it also works 
with an optimal potential to deliver security services at 
its best. We are a stand-alone business, and we offer 
customized services tailored to the unique requirements 
of our customers. 
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Velkot Services
At Velkot technologies, we feel fulfilled to present a wide array of services to our increasing portfolio of 
clients. We entertain them with the following important services: 

VELKOT
SERVICES

Virtualization

Security & 
Surveillance 

Access
Control

ELV
Solutions

IT security
Solutions

Backup &
Recovery

Annual
Maintenance

Contract
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We understand the value of safety, and hence we provide 
an astounding security and surveillance for your business 
workplace. With some of the top-class CCTV cameras and 
a performance rigged multivariant monitoring solution, we 
cover all the important nooks and crannies of your workplace, 
so you can have everything on record. In doubt about what’s 
the best security solution for your location? we will perform 
a brief survey and craft a bespoke security and surveillance 
package to seamlessly integrate with all your security needs. 
 
 >   Business surveillance systems

>   Security camera systems
>   Access control system
>   Network cabling services
>   Security consultants

Security & Surveillance 
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In today’s corporate environment, data is more 
valuable than gold. At Velkot technologies, security 
experts are highly adept at securing the internal 
infrastructure of your business, employing the 
most cutting-edge cloud management technology. 
Irrespective of whether your business is on a remote 
server located at an off-site location or in-house, 
we make sure to instill some of the best firewall 
practices to keep Server Management hassles at 
bay. We also make sure to keep all your devices up-
to-date and perform in-depth threat analysis on a 
consistent basis. Our services include: 

>   Firewall and Antivirus solutions
>   Cloud Computing
>   Penetration Test
>   Synchronized Security
>   MDM

One of the key factors for any business is the safety 
and integrity of their data. For a successful system 
to strive and thrive, it is important that your business 
should have a pre-designed Disaster Recovery plan 
which guarantees the security of your data at all 
costs. If your website does not fall into the definitive 
category of delivering seamless on-premise/off-

premise cloud solution, your business can suffer 
an ultimate demise. Our elaborative Backup 
& Recovery service follows a four-step model:   

>   Collect & Protect
>   Contingent
>   Safe Site

IT Security Solutions

Backup & Recovery
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Businesses which are not backed by an appropriate maintenance service are short-lived and can turn into a 
complete disaster down the road. At Velkot technologies, we offer long-term maintenance support services 
where we supervise our customer’s product as one of our own. Our team is capable of resolving all kinds of 
IT concerns and will readily address your rising concerns. They can resolve your issues promptly and provide 
you with the best possible solution, so they can prescribe preventive measures.

Maintenance at Velkot technologies provide AMC for the following services: 

At Velkot technologies, we have experienced Microsoft server solution providers who are capable of 
providing specialized Microsoft services for both on-premise and cloud. Our experts are all gold certified for 
a range of technologies & follow the best practices in business development. Our system architects & expert 
consultants are laser-focused on delivering quality solutions within your budgetary requirements & timeline. 

All physical services offered by Velkot technologies revolve around security. Hence, we take a step forward 
with software virtualization and make sure that all the virtually existing assets of our customers are 
also potentially safe. By deploying solutions on virtualized data centers and private/hybrid clouds, Velkot 
technologies keeps your data protected in a well-suited virtual environment. 

>   A new virtual network fabric, often blind to physical security devices
>   A new threat surface: the hypervisor
>   An all-powerful virtual administrator, collapsing roles
>   Machines becoming files, leading to mobility, rapid change and opportunity for theft

>   IT Servers, Workstations, Laptop maintenance 
    & support services
>   Wireless network integration
>   Anti-virus & Firewall solutions
>   Virtual Private Network (VPN) Solutions
>   CCTV
>   Access Control

>   Gate Barriers
>   Sliding Door
>   Intercom
>   PABX
>   SMATV
>   Sound System

We provide Microsoft Solutions for the following: 
>   Office 365
>   Skype for Business
>   Azure
>   SharePointIn
>   System Centre
>   Windows Core Server
>   Active Directory Identity Hyper V
>   Other Desktop Operating Technologies

Annual Maintenance Contract

Microsoft Server Solutions

Virtualization
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Velkot technologies offer a wide array of services to its users. Below are the solutions that we offer to our customers. 

Velkot Solutions

Virtualization is the process of creating a virtual version 
of a computer system or a server using software rather 
than hardware. Such a system allows multiple operating 
systems to run concurrently on a single machine. The aim 
of Virtualization is to reduce hardware costs and centralize 
administrative tasks, while improving workloads and 
scalability. Based on the concept of internal partitioning, 
a single physical server is divided into multiple logical 
servers, wherein each is capable of running applications 
and operating system independently. Virtualization 
Services are more secure, reliable, and cost-effective as 
compared to on-site systems. 

Velkot offers state-of-the-art consulting services for 
businesses looking to mitigate IT infrastructure costs while 
skyrocketing their productivity to unprecedented levels. 
Switching to virtualization helps you control workloads 
across data centers, as well as minimizing IT infrastructure 
and energy consumption. Our Virtualization Services 
deliver end-to-end solutions, showcasing our expertise 
on the market-leading platforms such as VMware. we 
can help organizations make the switch to a virtualized IT 
environment and meet the demands for more efficient IT 
operations.

Bid adieu to IT setup when you collaborate with us. We 
ensure the deployment of complete IT infrastructure 
within your workplace. Whether you wish to deploy an in-
house server or one that functions at an off-site location; 
we make sure that your IT deployment is par excellent 
and well-connected across the infrastructure. We 
create IT Infrastructures that are agile and can support 

the ever-shifting needs of your business. Intermixing 
products which are best in the Business, we make sure 
that we fabricate the best IT Infrastructure for our valued 
clients. We provide end-to-end solutions as far as IT 
Infrastructure Development is concerned from design, 
delivery, installation, implementation and management of 
infrastructure.

PABX system provides any business or organization with 
a way to intercommunicate between any number of 
telephone stations via a switching system or a telephone 
exchange or. Phone systems manage the incoming and 
outgoing calls for an organization. When it comes to 
phone system installation, why trust anyone other than 
an integrator with par excellent In-house expertise and 
ample experience. At Velkot, we know our products, and 
we have the best-qualified technicians to install, maintain, 
service them. We take immense pride in our phone 
system installation, testing and certification procedures 
for Phone Cabling. Through built-in upgrade potential for 
your network and systems, top-quality equipment, and 
highest quality workmanship, we guarantee customer 
satisfaction.

1. Server Solutions & Virtualization

2. Complete IT Infrastructure Development

3. PABX Telephone Setup
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Using the latest wired and wireless technologies, we 
deploy highly reliable Intercom systems to ensure clear 
communication. Whether for warehouse, office, or your 
home, an intercom system will allow you to communicate 
effectively with people outside your premises, without 
compromising your safety. Velkot’s range of intercom 
systems include video sentries, door stations, audio 
entry intercoms solutions, and door phones. Now you 
can even see the person requesting access and gain 
immediate control over access into critical areas of your 
building. We are one of the most recognized leaders in 
IP communication and we pride ourselves on designing 

intercom systems that make connectivity accessible for 
all and sundry.  

Velkot provides commercial security products that are 
unrivaled in technical excellence, simplicity, design, and 
reliability.  Our Technicians and System Designers have 
all been trained on the installation and service of Velkot 
Intercom Products and Security Systems. We are not 
only capable of servicing your existing system, we help 
you with upgrading an existing -system or installing a new 
system for your facility. 

CCTV & Surveillance: Our Surveillance and CCTV service 
comply with the highest industry standard. Our experts 
have more than 10 years of experience in consultation and 
installation of security products. We establish high-class 
security surveillance across all corporate environments. 
Our team of experienced professionals can supply, install 
and maintain state-of-the-art security systems for you 
and ensure that they are operating properly round the 
clock and to your satisfaction. Over the years, we have 
successfully conducted security camera installations 
for a wide array of customers. We have installed CCTV 
systems in multi-storied buildings, offices, restaurants, 
and hotels. We have also obtained DPS (Department of 
Protective Systems), now renamed SIRA, approval for our 
projects. Therefore, we are a trusted name in security 
camera installations.

Access Control/ Time and Attendance: Do you aspire to 
guard sensitive information stored within premises, want 
to know when someone has entered your building and 
for how long, want to restrict strangers from storming 
in without being identified, or want to keep an eye on 
employees working out of hours? With a proper Access 
Control system in place, you can monitor which person has 
access to which door and when. With crime on the rise, we 
at Velkot technologies, aspire to mitigate your exposure 
to losses pertaining to crime by designing a stellar access 
control and time attendance system solution in line with 
your unique business needs. Companies can benefit from 
our Time Attendance system by preventing loss of wages 
while improving work productivity, since these work hour 
management solutions keep you abreast of when your 
employees are entering and leaving the workspace. 

4. Intercom Systems

5. ELV System Solutions
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SMA TV Solutions : We specialize in the design, installation, 
and service of SMATV (satellite master antenna television) 
distribution systems, which receive their content directly 
from the satellite. These systems are typically found 
in hotels, hospitals, nursing homes, schools, and labor 
camps. At Velkot, we provide SMATV solutions that 
provide customers with high quality television signals, and 
our outstanding customer service speaks volumes of our 
éclat. We have supplied and installed SMATV projects for 
various large buildings, covering thousands of television 
points. We work closely with Building Owners, Building/
Construction Companies, Property Developers, interior 
designers, and architects to ensure the highest standard 

of services throughout the installation, from the initial 
design stage to the final commissioning of the network. 
Our highly experienced and trained network support and 
installation teams are on-hand to offer their full support 
throughout the installation and thereafter.
Our SMATV Services include:
>  Designing and planning a custom satellite distribution 
solution especially tailored for your property
>  Maintenance of the distribution network
>  Subscription renewals, relocations, and installation for 
the customers
>  Pre-wiring and termination of cable at the various 
specified location of your property

Structured Cabling : Structured cabling makes up the 
critical backbone of a communication system. A well-
designed structured cabling system maximizes return 
on investment, optimizes scalability, and boosts uptime 
while curtailing operating expenses and decreasing your 
technology footprint.
 Unfortunately, nobody comprehends the intricate issues 
involved in installing, planning and maintaining network 
communication systems Velkot, one of the highly skilled 
integrators and specialists of structured cabling services 
and solutions, offers a wide range of support to the clients 
along all verticals in the IT industry. Our comprehensive 
range of networking solution is designed to meet all your 
infrastructure requirements. With our experience and 
expertise, we promise that regardless of the complexity 
of telecommunication infrastructure, as a “one-stop 
shop” for all your network infrastructure needs, we will 
design, construct and install them to meet current and 
future business requirements.

Sliding Doors: Our experts are capable of putting together some of the most advanced technology designs for sliding 
doors. Our traditional architectures are mind-captivating and chic and are designed to meet your civil structures 
appropriately. Performance-oriented functionality is one of the core values of our industry. 



Gate Barriers: We have mastered automation and have 
a range of automation services for all kind of gates. 
Whether your business is industrial or commercial in 
nature, automatic barriers can keep your infrastructure 
well-protected from potential threats. Our management 
systems can be installed in parking lots, rising bollards, 
doors and more. 

Wi-fi Solutions
With an aim to redefine connectivity, we innovate across wireless and wired technology to meet industry-specific needs 
and the most demanding use cases. Our high-performance network infrastructure is renowned for its secure, reliable 
access to applications and services, regardless of how tough the environment is. We aim to offer stellar connectivity for 
Labor camps, schools and colleges, hospitals, malls, and public access areas. When connectivity really matters, we have 
got you covered.
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VELKOT TECHNOLOGIES LLC
Tel: +971 4 264 2123
P. BOX. No: 236929, Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Email: solutions@velkot.com
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